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We prove the existence of a large class of globally smooth solutions of the 
Cauchy problem for the system of n equations u, + A(x, f. u)u, = 0, where A is a 
diagonal matrix. We show that, under certain monotonicity conditions on both A 
and the initial data u,,, the solution u will be locally Lipschitz continuous at 
positive times. Since U, is a function of locally bounded variation, our result thus 
provides both for the smoothing of discontinuities in u0 as well as for the global 
preservation of smoothness. The global existence results from an a priori estimate 
of %u/&, which we obtain by a device which enables us to effectively uncouple the 
system of equations for &/&. Finally, we prove a partial converse which 
demonstrates that our hypotheses are not overly restrictive. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove the existence of globally defined smooth solutions 
of the system of n equations 
u, + A(x, t, u)u, = 0 (1.1) 
with initial data 
u(x, 0) = u,(x). 
Here A is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries A’(x, t, u). In general U, is 
to have locally bounded variation, and the solution U(X, t) is smooth in the 
sense that it will be locally Lipschitz continuous in the half space 
((x, t): t > O}, which we abbreviate by {t > 0). Our results thus provide for 
the smoothing out of discontinuities in u0 as well as for the global preser- 
vation of smoothness. 
Stated roughly, our hypotheses are that each A’ should be a monotone 
function of ui, the ith component of u; and ui should be a monotone function 
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of X. Also at points where ub fails to be Lipschitz itself, we impose the 
genuine nonlinearity assumption that 8,Ji/aui # 0. We show that classical 
local solutions of (1. 1 )-( 1.2) fail to blow up in finite time by implementing a 
device which effectively uncouples the system of equations for &jP.u 
(Lemma 4 below). We also prove a partial converse which demonstrates that 
our hypotheses are not overly restrictive. 
These results also apply to certain systems of hyperbolic conservation 
laws 
u, + f(u), = 0, (1.3) 
where f is a vector-valued function of the vector U. The system (1.3) can be 
written in the form (1.1) if there exists a coordinate set of Riemann 
invariants. These are scalar functions U,(U),..., c,(u) whose gradients form a 
linearly independent set of left eigenvectors for the matrix df/du. An easy 
computation then shows that the vector u = (o,,..., u,) satisfies (1.1). It is 
known that Riemann invariants always exist locally in the case that n = 2: 
thus our results generalize those of [3, 101, which pertain to systems of two 
hyperbolic conservation laws. When n = 1. there is in fact a complete 
characterization of the function f and the data u0 for which the solution of a 
several space variables version of (1.3) will be globally smooth: see 141. 
Now suppose that the 1’ are C’ and that u is a C’ solution of (1.1). A 
characteristic for the ith family is a curve (x’(t), t) for which 
dx’,/dr = A’(u(x’(t), t), 
The fth equation in ( 1.1) evidently states that U’ is constant on such a curve. 
This observation leads directly to the fact that rectangles in u-space are 
invariant for (1.1). This means that if S is the rectangle 
and if z.+,(x) E S for every x, then U(X, t) E S for a sufftciently regular 
solution of (l.l)-(1.2). 
We shall therefore fix a rectangle S in u-space and shall assume 
throughout that u0 has values in S. Except in Corollary 6 below, S is to be 
compact. Also, we assume that the ,I’ are bounded functions of their 
arguments 
1% 6 u)l <K for (x,I,u)ERXR,,XS. 
The constant K will be fixed throughout. Finally, we adopt the notation that, 
for a bounded interval (a, b), .:W(a, b) will denote the set 
.2(a, 6) = {(x, t): a + Kr < x < b - Kr, 0 < t < (6 - a)/2K). 
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We shall employ certain well-known facts concerning the local theory of 
Cm solutions of (1. I)-( 1.2). These facts are summarized in 
THEOREM 1. Assume that uO: (a, 6) -+ S is C” and that the 1’ are C’” 
with bounded partial derivatives in .%?(a, b) x S. Then there is a unique C”’ 
solution of (1. I)-( 1.2) defined in 
2to = .@(a, b) n (0 < t < t, 1 
for some positive t, < (b - a)/2K. Moreover, if t, is maximal and 
t, < (b - a)/2K, then it must be that 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the solution are contained in 
Theorem 7.2 of [2], which also contains the result that Pu/ax” satisfies in 
S’,O the equations obtained by differentiating (1.1) and (1.2) n times with 
respect o X. We can therefore deduce the last part of Theorem 1 as follows. 
If n > 1 and au/&,..., an-‘u/M-’ have been shown to be bounded in XfO, 
then an easy computation shows that Pu/ax” satisfies 
(1.4) 
where the matrix A and the vector B are C” and bounded in Ztt,. Thus 
a”~/&?’ grows at most exponentially in t and so remains bounded in St, 
also. By induction we therefore have that if au/ax remains bounded in .9*, 
then so does Pu/~x” for all n. Thus u can be defined in a C” fashion on 
t = t, and the existence theorem may be reapplied to show that t, is not 
maximal. 1 
Evidently au/ax is singled out because it does not satisfy an equation of 
the form (1.4) (see (1.5) below). 
A version of Theorem 1 for analytic systems with analytic data is 
obtained in [7]. Both of the papers [2, 71 treat the local theory of quasilinear 
systems in general, rather than the specific system (1.1). 
We conclude this section with a lemma concerning the preservation of 
monotonicity for the components ui of the solution of (1.1). 
LEMMA 2. Let u,,, u, Ai and (a, b) be as in Theorem 1. If &b/ax > 0 
(GO) in (a, b), then also &‘/ax > 0 (GO) in 9(a, 6) n (0 Q t < to}. 
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Proof. Let ui = &‘/ax. Differentiating the ith equation in (1.1) with 
respect to x, we find that 
(1.5) 
where x’(t) is a characteristic for the ith family. The conclusion follows from 
the observation that tii = 0 is a critical point for this ode. 1 
Our device for obtaining an a priori estimate of &/8x will show that the 
only important term on the right side of (1.5) is the quadratic term 
(31i/~~i)(ui)‘. Granting this, one can see that, in light of the one-sided bound 
for ilu’/8x provided by the lemma. the relative signs of &I’/&’ and au’/& 
will be crucial. 
2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF SMOOTH SOLUTIONS 
We begin by giving a precise definition of our notion of a solution of the 
problem (1 . 1 )-( 1.2). 
DEFINITION. A function u which is locally Lipschitz continuous in 
(t > 0 1 is said to be a generalized solution of (1.1) if for each i, u’(x, f) is 
constant on the characteristic curves 
d.u'/dr = A'(u(x'(t), t)) 
in (t > 0). If also u(s, t) + u0 in L:,, as t -+ 0, then u is a generalized solution 
of the problem (1.1~( 1.2). 
These definitions evidently are applicable when the A’ are locally Lipschitz 
functions of their arguments. Lax proves in 171 that the partial derivatives of 
a generalized solution, which exist a.e., in fact satisfy (1.1) a.e. 
The following lemma asserts that a generalized solution of (1.1) 
automatically has a boundary value at I = 0. The estimates in this lemma 
will be useful later on. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that u is a generalized solution of ( 1.1) in a set 
((x,t):a-Kt<x<b+Kt,O<t<q 
and that u has values in S. Let 
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Then 
(a) var N-, 01 [o,b] < Vfor t E (0, q; md 
(b) there is a function uO defined on [a, b] such that var ~,,l,~,~, < V 
and 
Proof. Fix i and let a < x, < x2 < ... < xk < b. Let ( yj, 0 be the point at 
which the ith characteristic urve through (x,, t) intersects the line t = i, so 
that u’(xj, t) = u’(yj, 0. Since characteristics of the same family do not 
intersect and since 1 lil < K, we have that 
Thus 
1 lui(xj+*, t) - Ui(Xj’ t)l 
which proves (a). 




And by virtue of Lax’s result that u satisfies (1.1) a.e., (2.1) implies that 
,< KV. 
L’([a.bj) 
Now let 0 < f, < t, < f. We have 
1’ I d(x, t,) - u’(x, t,)l dx 
-0 
,< KV(t, - t,). 
This shows that {u(., t)},,, is Cauchy in L’([a, b]) and establishes the 
existence of u,, as well as the second estimate in (b). 
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Finally if $ is a test function supported in (a. b), then 
by (2.1). Letting t-+ 0, we obtain that the variation of U; on la. bl is 
bounded by V. I 
The following lemma contains our global existence theorem in the context 
of C” data with C” solutions. It is here that we employ the device alluded 
to in Section 1 for obtaining an a priori estimate of au/ax. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that. in R x iF >0 x S, 
(a) the A’ are C” and bounded; 
(b) there are numbers u, E 1-l. 11 such that ai(oL1/W) > 0: and 
(c) l’f13jfor if j. 
Then there is a positive constant 6 such that if u,,: IF -+ S is C” and satisfies 
(d) oiub is increasing and 
(e) I da) - +~)I < 4 
then the problem (l.l)-( 1.2) has a unique C” solution u(x. t) defined in all 
of {t > 0). Moreover, given a ftnite interval [a, b], there is a constant M, 
such that 
(2.2) 
And ifaLi/W is nonzero on .%‘(a, b) x S, then there is a constant M, such 
that 
%U’ II- II %x LrW(o.b)) (2.3) 
The constants 6, M, and M, depend on local bounds for ~?L’/au and 
l/(A’ - A’); M, also depends on the local bound for (&I’/&‘))‘. In the case 
that n = 2, hypothesis (e) may be omitted. 
Proof It is sufficient to establish the existence of a solution in .&‘(a, b) 
for any given finite interval (a, b). By Theorem 1, there is a Ca’ solution 
u(x, t) in St, z R(a, b) n (0 < t < t,). If we can establish the bound (2.2) for 
au/ax, then Theorem 1 guarantees that u is defined in all of ,%(a, b). 
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Let zi be the variable 
zi = x (u’ + $)Po, 
iti 
where pi, is a real number to be chosen later and c = (cl,..., c”) is chosen as 
follows: Let S’ be the smallest box contained in S which contains U,,(X) for 
a < x < b. We require that S’ + c be contained in the positive octant of u- 
space, and, for n > 2, that S’ + c be centered at (1, l,..., 1). Observe that, by 
the invariance of S’ for (l.l), uj + c’ remains positive in &.?(a, b) so that the 
definition of zi makes sense. 
Let wi = z’(&‘/ax). Since zi is bounded above and below away from 0, 
we have that 
for some constants C, and C, which depend on (a, b). We shall obtain the 
bounds (2.2) and (2.3) for au’/ax by estimating wi. 
As in Lemma 2, we let tji = ZU’/&. We then have from (1.1) and (1.5) 
that 
$ [tu’ + cj)ptji] = -p(uj + c’)p-l~J~hJ - (uJ + cJ~ 
so that 
= (Ai - A’) p(uJ + g)p-LLliL,j 
Now replace p by pij and sum over j# i. The result is 
($+l’i) d=-- [g/2] (wi)‘-~kt7+ ziaikt.iU*, (23) 
where 
ai/( = pik(Uk + CkyqAi -n/J - zi $. 
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We would like to choose pik so that the third term on the right of (2.5) has 
a certain fixed sign. Since auj/ax = tj is of fixed sign by assumption (d) and 
Lemma 2, it suffices to control the sign of a,,. 
We claim that the sign of aik can be fixed by choosing ptk appropriately. 
In the n = 2 case, we have that 
= @’ + c2)P12-’ (4 - 12) PI2 - 
[ 
Now, u2 + c’ > 0 and 1, - A, is of fixed sign by 
because 
u2 +c2 a’ 
i’p 
(c). The claim then follows 
is bounded in .gtO. Similarly for al,. 
When n > 2 we take pik = pirik, where p, is positive and s,~ = i 1. Then 
a lk 
rjk(Uk + Ck)pqli - lk) 
= p _ cUk + ck)(“L~au”) \’ ,@” + c’)’ IcUk + Ck)i I I”, 
I 




l(u’ + cJ)*‘(uk + ?)“I < 1 + F. 
where E is a continous function of diam(S’) with F(O) = 0. (Recall that 
S’ + c is centered at (1. l,..., l).) The right side of (2.6) is therefore bounded 
below by 
p, - C( 1 + &)P’ =f(p;, E) 
for some constant C. Since f(pi, 0) = pl - C is positive when pi is 
sufftciently large, it follows that when E is smali there is a p, so that 
f(pi. E) > 0. In other words, when the 6 of (d) is sufficiently small, then the 
left side of (2.6) will be nonnegative if pi is large. Since A’ - ,Ik is of fixed 
sign, we can therefore control the sign of aik by choosing r,k appropriately. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Now fix i and assume, without loss of generality, that u, = 1, so that 
&‘/ax and wi are nonnegative. Choose ptk so that 
a, ?!lau”<O 
Ik ax ax ’ . 
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We then have from (2.5) that, along an i-characteristic x’(r), 
-$14+(x’(t), t) Q - $ zi [ /I (wi)* _ Jf!& b,i 
<-$d (2.7) 
by (b). Equation (2.7) shows that w’ grows at most exponentially in time, so 
that 
0 < w’(x, t) < c yyb d(x, 0) 
in 91,. This together with (2.4) proves (2.2) and shows that iA’/& remains 
bounded in .9t0. Therefore u is defined in all of @(a. b). and, since (a. b) is 
arbitrary, in all of (t > O}. 
In case LU/& is never zero in .#(a, b) x S, (2.7) shows that 
(d/df) w’(x’(t). t) < -C,(d)’ + c* IV’. 
where C, and C, are positive constants. Integrating this “logistic” inequality 
(it helps to first substitute wi = F~~‘N?‘), we obtain that 
< 
C2 eczr 
C,(EJ!’ - 1) 
in finite time. This together with (2.4) establishes the bound (2.3). 1 
Observe that the estimates (2.2) and (2.3) depend upon and relate to only 
first-derivative properties of A’, u0 and U. It is thus possible by functional 
completion to relax the requirement that u0 and the A’ be C”. This leads to 
the following theorem, which is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that, in R x R >,, x S, 
(a) the 1’ are C’ and bounded; 
(b) there are numbers ui E (-1, 1) such that ai(3Li/kW) > 0; and 
(c) A’#ljfor i#j. 
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Then there is a constant 6 > 0 such that if uO: R + S satisfies 
(d) aiub is increasing: 
(e) lu,(m) - u,(--co)\ < 6; and 
(f) for each i and x either ub is Lipschitz continuous in a 
neighborhood of x, or &l’/au’ is nonvanishing on the set 
1 
(x, 0) x [I [t&T), t&(x*)] 1, 
j=l 
then there is a generalized solution u(x, t) of (l.l)-( 1.2) defined in all of 
(t > 0). Moreover, for each finite internal (a, b), 
and 
II UC.3 t) - %IIL Vn.61 G ct. 
(2.8) 
where the constant C depends on (a, b), u,,, and properties of the I’. When 
n = 2, hypothesis (e) may be omitted. 
ProoJ We first assume that the )Li are C”. Let 6 be the 6 appearing in 
Lemma 4 and let uOE = j, * uO, where j, is the standard mollifier with support 
[--E, E]. Then u,, is C”‘, ujub, is increasing, and if n > 2. 
Iu,,(ao) - uO&co)l ,< 6. Therefore by Lemma 4 there is a C” solution 
u,(x, t) of (1.1) with initial data u, defined in all of (t > 0 }. 
Fix [a, b]. We shall show that 
in .3(a, b), where C is independent of E. For X, E [a, b] we define a 
neighborhood N’(x,) and a number ai as follows. If u6 is Lipschitz 
continuous near x0, then there is a neighborhood N’(x,) and an ci(xO) > 0 so 
that 
for x E N’(x,) and E < a”(~,,). The estimate (2.2) of Lemma 4 then implies 
that 
I@Wx>(x, [)I< M,L’(x,) 
in .&‘(N’(x,,)) for some constant M, . 
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Otherwise, &I’/& is nonvanishing on a neighborhood of 
Therefore there is a neighborhood N’(x,) of x0 and an eI’(xO) > 0 SO that 
for (x, I) E ,~(N(.u,)), E ( ei(xO) and some qi(x,). Lemma 4 now implies that 
in .P(N’(x,)) for some constant M,. M, and Ml depend upon local bounds 
for aA’/& and (A’ -Aj)-‘, and Ml upon (3k’/au’)-‘; but both are 
independent of E. 
Now let E(x,,) = min E’(x~) and N(x,) = n,N’(x,). Then for E < &(x0) we 
have that 
pQxl< C(1 + 1/t) in 9(N(x,)) 
for each i, where C depends on x0, u,,, and the same quantities as M, and 
Mz above, but is independent of E. 
By the compactness of [a, b] and by ( 1. 1 ), we then have that 
IPx,P,I < C’(l + l/t) 
in a strip 3(a, 6) n { 0 < t < to} for E suffkiently small. Now we apply the 
estimate (2.2) at time t = t, to obtain that 
IV*.r% < cc1 + l/t) in &?(a, b), (2.10) 
where C depends on u,, and the same quantities as M, and M, above. 
Equation (2.10) shows that the functions {u,} are equicontinuous on 
compact subsets of (t > O}. We therefore can extract by a diagonal process a 
sequence {u,~} which converges uniformly on compact sets in (t > O} to a 
function u(x, t), which is locally Lipschitz continuous in (t > 0). It is clear 
that (2.8) holds with the same constant C as in (2.10). 
We show that u is a generalized solution of ( 1.1) as follows. Fix (x0, t,) 
with t, > 0 and define curves 
dx/dt = A’(u(x, t)). x(t,) = x0 ; 
and 
diJdt = Ai(u,(xc, I)), x,(t,) = x0. 
409.‘86.:1-16 
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Then by a standard theorem about o.d.e.‘s, ([ 15. p. 14]), x,(f) -+x(t) as E 4 0. 
Since z&,(t), t) = u:(x,, f,), we have that 
I u’(x(r), f) - UY-Yo, f,)l 
< / u’(x(r), f) - u&r(t), f)j 
+ I u8(x(Q, f) - &(x&>, f)l + I WlJT f”) - u,(x.o. f,,)l 
< 2 )I u1 - u:IIL, t C( 1 t l/f) Ix(r) - x,(r)l 
-0 as E + 0, 
so that U’ is constant on the i-characteristic -v’(t). 
That u(., f) + u, in L,‘,,, is proved as follows: We have that 
II uo - UC.7 f)ll Ll(a.6) < Ii"O - %lt + 11 uO, - kc" f)ll 
t IIu,(.. f) - 24.. f)/l. (2.11) 
Now. by Lemma 2, 
II uo, - 4(*r r)ll < KR 
where K and V are independent of E (note that each ux.. t) is monotone). 
Letting E -+ 0 in (2.11). we therefore obtain the estimate (2.9). 
Finally, the restriction that the A’ be C” can be removed as follows: Let 
A6 be a C” approximation to 1’ satisfying (a), (b). and (c) locally such that 
1: and AI2au approach A’ and AA’/& uniformly on compact subsets of 
RXR >. x S. Since the 6 of Lemma 4 and the C of (2.8) and (2.9) depend 
only on local pointwise properties of A’ and ?A’/&, it follows that the 
generalized solution UJX, t) of (l.l)-(1.2) with 1’ replaced by 1: satisfies 
(2.8) and (2.9) independently of F. The passage to a limit as E + 0 can then 
be performed via (2.8) just as before. I 
In the case that n = 2. Theorem 5 can be extended slightly. We have: 
COROLLARY 6. When n = 2. Theorem 5 remains calid etyen if S is 
unbounded. 
Proof. Let u,(x. f) be the generalized solution of (1.1) with initial data 
uOn(x) = uo(-n), x < -n 
= u,(x), -n<x<n. 
= uo(n). n < s. 
Since u,,, has values in a bounded rectangle S’ in u-space, Theorem 5 applies 
to show that u,(x, 1) is defined in all of (f > 0) and satisfies the bounds (2.8) 
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and (2.9) independently of n. By (2.8) we can extract a subsequence u,,* 
converging uniformly on compact subsets of (t > O} to a locally Lipschitz 
function U(X, t), which also satisfies (2.8). And, just as in the proof of 
Theorem 5, u can be shown to be a generalized solution of (1.1) satisfying 
(2.9). $ 
We conclude this section with the following theorem, which is a partial 
converse of Theorem 5 for a special case of ( 1.1). We now assume that the 1’ 
are ordered so that 
THEOREM 7. Assume that the Ai depend only on u and that the closed 
sets A’(S) are disjoint. Let u be a generalized solution of (1.1~( 1.2) with 
aalues in S which is defined in all of (t > 0). Assume also that u0 has limits 
as x + fw. If, for a particular i and oi E (-1, 11. a,(P1’/&‘) > 0 in S. and 
IT the function 
(ci~‘/&4’)(24~(co) )..., z&‘(co), s. u;+‘(-co) ,.... u;(-oo)) 
has isolated zeroes, then o,ub must be increasing. 
Proof. We first observe that, by the remark made prior to Theorem 1 
about the invariance of S. 
lim u(x, t) = lim u&i) +-*Co x-r* ‘cc 
for any t > 0. 
Now fix E > 0 and let x’ be the i-characteristic through a point (x, E). We 
compute lim,+, u(x’(t), t) as follows: 
l-char. 
Let (yj(t), E) be the point at which the j-characteristic through (x’(t), t) 
intersects the line t = E. Then 
x + n~i, t ~ X’(t) ~ I”(t) + ni,,, t. 
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Thus ifj < i. 
J”(t) > xg + (Ah,, - &,,)I --t co 
as r+ co, by the hypothesis that &, > A”,,,. Now, since 
u’(x’(t). t) = d(JJ(f). E), 
we have that 
u’(x’(r), t) + u’(a3, E) = u”o(co) 
as t + co. Similarly, 
d(x’(r), t) + w;(-oo) 
when j > i. Thus lim,_, ~(x’(t), t) = t)(x), where 
d(x) = uJo( co), jci 
= ugx. E), j=i 
= K’,(--co), j > i. 
Evidently the i-characteristic through (x, E) is asymptotically a line with 
speed dx’/dt = k’(u(x)). S ince different i-characteristics do not intersect, it 
must be that A’(v(x)) is an increasing function of x:x, < x2 implies that 
0 < Ai( - l’(u(x,)) 
= [U(XJ - tqx,)] . j. m’(eu(x~ + (1 - 0) dx,)) de 
= (u’(x2, e) - d(x,, &)I 
x 1; $ (..., 8ui(xz, F) + (1 - 8) u’(x,. E) ,...) do. 
This together with the assumption about the zeroes of 2A’/Bu’ implies that 
aiui(., E) is increasing. Since u’(., e) + ub in L&, as s + 0, aiub is (a.e. equal 
to) an increasing function. I 
Stated in contrapositive form, Theorem 7 is really a blow-up result: if the 
data are not monotone, then the solution cannot be locally Lipschitz in all of 
(I > O}. Closely related results appear in [6,8.9]. In these papers the authors 
prove blow-up of C* solutions of 
u, + u(u)u, = 0 
for which the initial datum has compact support and is in some sense small. 
(Here a is a diagonable, rather than a diagonal matrix). 
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3. AN EXAMPLE AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The system of conservation laws 
l4, + p(c), = 0. 
(3.1) 
c, - u, = 0 
was considered in detail in [3 1. Here the scalars U, V, and p represent respec- 
tively the velocity, l/density, and pressure in the one-dimensional flow of a 
gas. Typically p(v) = cmy with 1’ > 1; and t’ is to be positive. 
Let A(P) = dm Then the Riemann invariants r and s are defined by 
r = u + 1.’ l(v) dr, 
s = u - (_r /l(v) dc. 
(3.2) 
An easy computation then shows that r and s satisfy 
rt - Jr, = 0 
s, + Jls, = 0, 
which has the required form (1.1). Another computation shows that 
8(-A) ahi 1 d/l Z-X 
i?r iis ---3 21 dv 
which is positive under the usual assumption that p”(v) > 0. Therefore 
Theorems 5 and 7 apply to show that (roughly) the solution of (3.1) will be 
locally Lipschitz in {t > 0) if and only if r(u&), v&)) and s(u,,(x), uO(x)) 
are increasing functions of x. 
In the more general model of one-dimensional gas flow, the pressure p 
depends upon an additional variable S, called the entropy. And S satisfies 
the simple equation 
s, = 0. (3.3) 
This equation appended to (3.1) (with p = p(v, S)) then yields a system of 
three conservation laws for U, u, and S. However, Theorem 5 fails to apply 
because there is no longer a coordinate set of Riemann invariants. On the 
other hand, we could dispense with the equation for S and regard p as a 
function of y and x: p = p(u, S(x)). The transformation (3.2) then yields two 
equations of the form (l.l), but with nonzero right-hand sides. Thus 
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Theorem 5 still fails to apply. It therefore appears to be open whether 
systems of the form (1.3) or even the special system (3.1)-(3.3) have large 
classes of smooth solutions. 
A different question concerns the uniqueness of generalized solutions of 
(1. l)-( 1.2). Reference 13 1 contains a uniqueness result for the special system 
(3. I). And [ I] includes a uniqueness theorem for systems of conservation 
laws assuming that the initial datum is piecewise Lipschitz. But we are 
unaware of a uniqueness result for generalized solutions of (1. l)-( 1.2) in the 
sense of this paper. 
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